Strategic Management (STGY)

Strategic Management (STGY) Courses

STGY 5900 [0.5 credit]
Corporate and Business Strategy
Strategic management focuses on evaluation of opportunities and threats in external environments in light of an organization's strengths and weaknesses, in order to determine a sustainable competitive advantage. Emphasis on corporate and business level strategic analysis and formulation. Organizational capstone project required. Prerequisite(s): all other MBA core courses.

STGY 5903 [0.5 credit]
Strategic Concepts
An overview of business models and key strategic concepts facing firms in a global environment. Core functional area concepts in accounting, marketing, operations and HR are introduced and integrated through simulation. Skills in managing teams, meetings, business planning and presenting business plans.

Summer session: some of the courses listed in this Calendar are offered during the summer. Hours and scheduling for summer session courses will differ significantly from those reported in the fall/winter Calendar. To determine the scheduling and hours for summer session classes, consult the class schedule at central.carleton.ca

Not all courses listed are offered in a given year. For an up-to-date statement of course offerings for the current session and to determine the term of offering, consult the class schedule at central.carleton.ca